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Introduction

The table lookup and interpolate instruction approximates a number that
lies between two consecutive entries in a lookup table. It can be used to
approximate a number that is a function of one variable or a number that
is a function of several variables. This engineering bulletin focuses on
the case where only one variable is involved.

An explanation of how to handle cases with multiple variables is given
on page 4-203 in the CPU32 Reference Manual, Motorola document
order number CPU32RM/AD, Rev. 1. In general, section 4.6 in the
reference manual is devoted to discussion of the table lookup and
interpolation instruction and gives several practical examples, as does
section 7.7 in the textbook The Motorola MC68332 Microcontroller,
Motorola document order number TB325/D. Reading at least one of
these references is strongly recommended.

General Information

The table lookup and interpolate function assumes that the result (point
on the function) falls linearly between the two consecutive entry points in
the table. Thus, for a linear function, few points in the table are needed.
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In fact, for a function that is simply a line, all the instruction really needs
is a start point and an end point. However, more complex functions
require more points in the table, particularly in the most non-linear
regions. An example in this snapshot illustrates how to handle very non-
linear regions.

Formats

The basic syntax of the table lookup and interpolate instruction is:

TBL <S%><R>.<l> <EA>,Dx

Where:

<S> = S (signed) or U (unsigned)

<R> = N (unrounded) or nothing (rounded)

<l> = B (byte), W (word), or L (long word)

<EA> = the starting address of the lookup table in memory

Dx = a data register that holds the independent variable before
execution and the interpolated result after execution.

The table lookup and interpolate instruction has four formats. All four
formats support byte, word, and long-word numbers.

TBLS returns a signed, rounded result with this format:

Table 1. Format of TBLS/TBLU Result

Length 31:24 23:16 15:8 7:0

Byte Unaffected Unaffected Unaffected Result

Word Unaffected Unaffected Result Result

Long Result Result Result Result
EB253
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How the Table is Stored in Memory
TBLSN returns a signed, unrounded result with this format:

TBLU returns an unsigned, rounded result. The result has the same
format as for the TBLS instruction shown in Table 1 .

TBLUN returns an unsigned, unrounded result with this format:

How the Table is Stored in Memory

The lookup table consists of 257 entries, entry number 0 to entry number
256. Each entry occurs at a multiple of 256 of the independent
variable X.

The table can consist of fewer (or more) entry numbers, but the user
program must scale the independent variable before executing the table
lookup and interpolate instruction to obtain correct results. For simplicity,
the 257 entry table will be discussed first.

Each entry in the table consists of two components: X and Y, where
Y = F(X). Only the values for Y are actually stored in memory; the values
of X are assumed. As an example, take the function where Y is the
square root of X.

Table 2. Format of TBLSN Result

Length 31:24 23:16 15:8 7:0

Byte Sign extended Sign extended Result Fraction

Word Sign extended Result Result Fraction

Long Result Result Result Fraction

Table 3. Format of TBLUN Result

Length 31:24 23:16 15:8 15:8

Byte
Zero

extended
Zero

extended
Result Fraction

Word
Zero

extended
Result Result Fraction

Long Result Result Result Fraction
EB253
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The lookup table for this function is shown in Table 4 . Note in the table
that the values for Y are approximated to the nearest whole number. The
lookup and interpolate instruction can return a fractional result, but it
cannot read a fractional input.

How the Result
Is Calculated

The number that the user code must write to data register Dx before
instruction execution has this format:

The upper 16 bits of the data register are not used. Bits 15:8 hold the
table entry offset, which is the entry number that corresponds to the X
value that is closest to and less than the number to be interpolated. The
interpolation fraction is the difference between the number to be
interpolated and the value of X that lies at the previous entry number. As
an example, using Table 4 , determine the format for data register Dx for
the independent variable X = 361 (hex $169).

Table 4. F(x) = x (1/2)

Entry
Number

X Value
(Decimal)

Y Value
(Decimal)

X Value
(Hex)

Y Value
 (Hex)

0 0 0 0 0

1 256 16 100 10

2 512 23 200 17

3 768 28 300 1C

4 1024 32 400 20

5 1280 36 500 24

6 1536 39 600 27

7 1792 42 700 2A

8 2048 45 800 2D

: : : : :

253 64768 254 FD00 FE

254 65024 255 FE00 FF

255 65280 255 FF00 FF

256 65536 256 10000 100

Table 5. Format for Data Register Dx

Not used Table entry offset Interpolation fraction
EB253
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How the Table is Stored in Memory
As shown in Table 4 , the table entry offset that is closest to and less than
361 is 1. The interpolation fraction is $169 – $100 = $69 (decimal 105).

Thus, the value that the user code must write to data register Dx is
$0169. Note that this is the same as the original number to be
interpolated. Thus, for a table that has 256 values of X between each
entry point, the user code does not have to do any calculations to
convert the number to be interpolated to the number that must be written
in data register Dx.

The CPU calculates the interpolated result as:

Y = {(F(n+1) – Fn) x (Dx)[7:0] / 256} + Fn

Continuing with the example above, this would become:

Y = {(23–16) x 105 / 256} + 16 = 18.8

This is very close to the correct answer of 19, and in fact, the CPU will
round the answer of 19 if the TBLU or TBLS instruction is executed.

However, now take the example of X = 64 ($40). The CPU calculates the
interpolated result as:

Y = {16 – 0) x 64 / 256} + 0 = 4

This answer is clearly wrong (the correct answer should be 8). The
square root function is non-linear in the region (X,Y) = (64,8). The
function does not become relatively linear until the region around the
point (X,Y) = (256,16). Thus, the table lookup and interpolate instruction
will only return an accurate result (particularly if the result is rounded)
after that point. The area of the curve below that point can be handled
by making a separate lookup table for that area, where the entry points
are closer together. An example of such a table is shown in example 2.

Example 1 This example uses Table 4 to estimate values of Y, where Y is equal to
the square root of X. Note that there are 256 interpolation values
between every two entry points in Table 4 . The results of this example
will be very accurate for values of X greater than 256 ($100) and very
inaccurate for values of X less than 256.
EB253
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ORG $400
MOVE.W #$1000,A0 ;address of beginning of table
MOVE.W #$02A4,D0 ;This is the number to be interpolated.

;Experiment with this value to obtain
;different results.
;In this case, X = 676 decimal.

INTERP TBLU.W (A0),D0 ;Do word-long, unsigned, rounded
;interpolation.
;The result (26 = $1A) is returned in D0.

DONE BRA DONE

ORG $1000 ;Beginning of the Lookup Table. The
;values of Y only are stored

DW $0000 ;Y = $0, for X = $0 for X = $100
DW $0017 ;Y = $17 for X = $200
DW $001C ;Y = $1C for X = $300
DW $0020 ;Y = $20 for X = $400
DW $0024 ;Y = $24 for X = $500
DW $0027 ;Y = $27 for X = $600
DW $002A ;Y = $2A for X = $700
DW $002D ;Y = $2D for X = $800

       :
       :

*** Continue the lookup table until X = $10000 ***

Example 2 This example is the same as the previous one, except that it uses two
lookup tables: one for the more linear region above X = 256 and one for
the very non-linear region below 256. The spacing for the table that
includes values where X is greater than or equal to 256 is the same as
for the first example (Table 4 ). However, the spacing for the table that
includes values where X is less than 256 is such that there are only 16
($10) interpolation values between every two entry points. This table is
shown in Table 6 . To use Table 6 , the user code must scale the X value
before executing the interpolation instruction by shifting it left by four.

As a side note, this example will not return accurate results for values of
X < 16. To increase the accuracy within the number range 0 < X < 16, a
third table could be added to handle these values.
EB253
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How the Table is Stored in Memory
ORG $400
MOVE.W #$1000,A0 ;address of beginning of table for

;X>=256 ($100).
MOVE.W #$2000,A1 ;address of beginning of table for

;X<256 ($100).
MOVE.W #$0019,D0 ;This is the number to be

;interpolated.Experiment
;with this value to obtain different
;results.

CMPI.W #$100,D0 ;test X to see which table to use
BLT  LOW_NUM ;if X < $100, then use scaled table
TBLU.W (A0),D0 ;Interpolate if X >=256 (in this case,

it is not).
BRA DONE

LOW_NUM LSL.W #$4,D0 ;To use scaled table, must scale value
;of X first.

TBLU.W (A1),D0 ;Y is returned in D0.In this case,Y=5.
DONE BRA DONE

ORG $1000 ;start of table that will be used when
;X>=256.

DW $0000 ;Y = $0, for X = $0
DW $0010 ;Y = $10 for X = $100
DW $0017 ;Y = $17 for X = $200
DW $001C ;Y = $1C for X = $300
DW $0020 ;Y = $20 for X = $400

Table 6. F(x) = x (1/2), x <$100

Entry
Number

X Value
(Decimal)

Y Value
(Decimal)

X Value
(Hex)

Y Value
(Hex)

0 0 0 0 0

1 16 4 10 4

2 32 6 20 6

3 48 7 30 7

4 64 8 40 8

5 80 9 50 9

6 96 10 60 A

7 112 11 70 B

8 128 11 80 B

9 144 12 90 C

: : : : :

15 240 15 F0 F

16 256 16 100 10
EB253
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DW $0024 ;Y = $24 for X = $500
DW $0027 ;Y = $27 for X = $600
DW $002A ;Y = $2A for X = $700
DW $002D ;Y = $2D for X = $800

                :
                :
                :

*** Continue the lookup table until X = $10000 ***

ORG $2000 ;start of table that will be used when
;X<256.

DW $0000 ;Y = 0 for X = 0.
DW $0004 ;Y = $4 for X = $10
DW $0006 ;Y = $6 for X = $20
DW $0007 ;Y = $7 for X = $30
DW $0008 ;Y = $8 for X = $40
DW $0009 ;Y = $9 for X = $50
DW $000A ;Y = $A for X = $60
$000B ;Y = $B for X = $70
DW $000B ;Y = $B for X = $80
DW $000C ;Y = $C for X = $90

:
:
:

*** Continue the lookup table until X = $100 ***
EB253/D
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